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ICCAS 2020 How to standardize parts’ catalogs …
How to standardize parts’ catalogs using an
intelligent assistant?
Content
According to IATA (International Air Transport Association), 7.8 billion passengers will be trav-
elling with air transportation in 2036. It means twice as many passengers as those in 2018. In
order to keep up with this growth, aeronautics manufacturers are facing challenges in terms of
production rate. Their goals are to speed up their production and reduce manufacturing costs as
much as possible.
In comparison with the automotive industry, where standardization is a regular way of working,
the aerospace industry is still seeking a major opportunity to reduce the number of parts and
standardize them. In aerospace, each aircraft is unique and the weight of history, some aircraft
programs are more than 20 years old, are leading to a huge opportunity in standardizing aircraft
parts. This standardization step will have to go through a fast and efficient data labelling without
mobilizing important human resources. Once this work done, generic parts can be deduced inside
each family.
The present work reports Active Learning methodology for classifying datasets with a human-
machine interaction. The focus of our study is to build an efficient application allowing human
operators to quickly classify a large volume of aircraft parts. In our work, active learning tech-
niques are used to classify aircraft parts using Label Spreading algorithm to propagate labeled
information to the full unlabeled dataset. The standard Label Spreading algorithm relies on two
possible kernels by default, Radial Basis Function and K-Nearest Neighbors kernels. These two
kernels are not well-suited for our scope. Indeed, aircraft parts are defined by their weight, length,
material and description. This multiple kind of variables, i.e. numerical, categorical and textual
leads us to use a more specific approach. The Label Spreading algorithm is extended for using cus-
tom kernels. We create an aggregation of distance kernel using Euclidean distance for numerical
variables, Cosine Distance for categorical variables and Levenshtein distance for textual ones.
In the end, this algorithm was used in the context of an application where the human expert has
to label a few parts inside each chosen family. Once done, the expert can trigger the propagation
step. Results are then sent back to him with all parts assigned to a specific family. The user has
now to check if parts are well classified with the help of a confidence rate. At this step, the user
chooses either to change parts into other families or to export the result of the classification. This
is an iterative approach where the human expert is helped by an Active Learning methodology.
This method can be extended to other aircraft scopes and also other industrial problems. A future
work is to load any kind of tabular data in the application to automatize and speed up labelling.
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